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Expand Your Sexual Horizons with the Ancient Wisdom of the Kama Sutra! Are you fascinated by
the Kama Sutra? Do you want to get started without having to wade through a dense, ancient tome?
If so, Veronica Whiteâ€™s Kama Sutra: Master the Art of Sex through Ancient Teachings is the
book youâ€™ve been waiting for! Youâ€™ll discover all of the relevant information for practicing the
Kama Sutra â€“ right away! With this ancient Hindu sexual knowledge, you can dramatically improve
your love life â€“ and your sex life! How can this book help you become a better lover? Veronica also
teaches you what the Kama Sutra says about sex â€“ and why women must be knowledgeable
about sex. Youâ€™ll discover why â€œsize mattersâ€•, your health and lifestyle affect your sex life,
and how to maintain consent throughout the sex act. By mixing up your sexual positions, learning
the keys of kissing, and understanding the stages of sex, youâ€™ll be well on your way to sexual
mastery! Youâ€™ll even learn a special, ancient Kama Sutra technique for mind-blowing female
orgasms! Itâ€™s time to revitalize and invigorate your sex life with Kama Sutra: Master the Art of
Sex through Ancient Teachings
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I've heard about Kama Sutra before but didn't really quite understand it yet. Now that I found this
book, I feel that I'll be educated about it. I think this is such a helpful book. It is helpful because it
gave ways on how to improve marriage life, especially in the aspect of sex or love making. Sex is an
integral part of a relationship and I believe that it must be taken into consideration by both parties.
Married couples should look for ways on how they can improve this aspect of their lives. This is

where this book enters the picture. The topics are also very helpful. It has explained what Kama
Sutra is all about, there are also facts about, and then the sex positions as well. Plus of course there
are so much more! This is worth all the time reading it!

This book provides us with the in-depth information regarding what exactly Kama Sutra is. The
ancient teachings of sex and love have much to teach us, especially in a day and age where we
have become increasingly disconnected from one another. This are extremely important and can be
very beneficial in a lot of ways.The Kama Sutra provides an ideology that we can apply in order to
be better at sex. This is more than sex positions, it involves detailed and specific tips regarding what
to do during sex, and information about how we can better seduce a man or a woman. It also
involves living a lifestyle dedicated to virtuous and prosperous living, and freely enjoying life's sexual
and sensory pleasure.I highly recommend this book.

This book is very informative! I understand better the meaning of Kama Sutra which is actually far
from the common connotations attributed to it for many years, which is mind-blowing and weird sex
positions. In fact, Kama Sutra is not only about mind blowing sex, but as Veronica White said in the
introduction, "it is a total mindset and a way of life to which both partners should be committed if
they are to reap all the benefits that the Kama Sutra has to offer. In short, Kama Sutra is about
making love right! I recommend this book to those who feel detached or cold in their relationship as
it talks about the journey of love from courtship to sex to after sex which might spark that lose wires
again. Kama Sutra is about giving pleasure and always thinking about your partnerâ€™s comfort
and emotions among anything else. Moreover, this book includes different sex positions and tips
about foreplay which are helpful to couples who are looking for additional spices in bed.

One the oldest texts is on the topic of sex and love. This is the only ancient text which provides
diagrams, and specific instructions on how to improve your sex life immensely. From the different
stages of sex, all information on how to become a better lover is laid out in these pages. Perhaps
the most interesting chapter is on foreplay. Every small detail plays a role to reach high levels of
intense sex. The Kamasutra positions sure have strange names like the toad, yawning, clasping,
nail fixing, splitting bamboo, crab, presser, cow position and the list goes one and on. I definitely
recommend this read to anyone interested in the topic of Kamasutra, or just looking to improve their
sex life.

I was completely new to the whole kama sutra, but reading this has improved my sex life a lot. It
was a very intriguing and thought-provoking read and I am very much impressed by the lesson
taught by this book. This book will teach you everything of all sex related things that you want to
know. I think in our busy and hectic lives we forget how meaningful and important that factor is in a
relationship. Simple and loving touching can do wonders to boost self-esteem and
endorphins.These ancient texts allow us to be the best man and woman or husband and wife for
each other. I am loving this book and thanks to the Author for such a book, book for all couple who
want to enjoy intimacy in life.

This is a relatively concise book that deals to explain Kama Sutra in a most comprehensive manner.
It has thoroughly explained the aspects of Kama Sutra in the light of being an art of lovemaking. I
have learned that Kama Sutra as an ancient teaching is the ultimate way to express one's desires in
the sacred act of celebrating love. This is very interesting since it entails better performance that
guarantees utmost pleasure for both man and woman who are involved in such act. Although there
are no illustrations on the lovemaking positions of Kama Sutra in this book, I find them more
intriguing in the way they are described in this book. All these descriptions might serve as
challenges to the reader's imagination. Thus, they offer more substantial patterns in exploring such
lovemaking positions of Kama Sutra.

This is an informative book. I think it is also educational since I learned a great deal here about the
different positions that couples can go for when they want to improve their intimate relationships.
The only thing I did not find here, though, is a picture for each position. It would help make each
position clearer and more comprehensive. But the overall help of this book is something to be
appreciated.

I've looked for and seen dozens of books claiming to be the "genuine" Kama Sutra, but this one is
the closest I've ever come to the real deal. This book was designed to heighten pleasure from both
a man's and woman's perspective. Easy-to-follow explicit positions, each beautifully illustrated and
step-by-step instructions. From slow and gentle to fast and intense, the positions fulfill every mood
and sexual need. A book that couples will want to keep by their bedside tables and refer to again
and again
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